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Pope’s Teaching on Catholic Schools 1
POPE JOHN PAUL II, Ascended: Finally, of this small book, the Five Essential
Marks of Catholic Schools is perhaps how I had given them.
The only piece of knowledge perhaps that I would add is an emphasis I
had given earlier and then again now is on the developing of the identity of
“Who is the Catholic school student?”
Thus the attendance at mass, and the giving of the Mother Mary rosary is
a must. This is what distinguishes a Catholic student from any another Christian
school. And now in 2016 with the re-introduction of the Gregorian chants in
another form as chanting at mass, it will help the children to be able to use the
holy sounds to create their life— free of the TV bombardment of unholy images,
and the demonic control from the mores from movies, internet and advertising
that they are barraged with. But they have a means through the holy Church to
find a way to combat wrong mores and also to become with power as leaders of
spiritual wisdom.
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Five Essential Marks of Catholic Schools
1. Inspired by A Supernatural Vision (as mystery of the Word.)
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2. Founded on A Christian Anthropology
3. Animated by Communion And Community (Trust And Teamwork)
4. Imbued With A Catholic Worldview Throughout Its Curriculum
5. Sustained by Gospel Witness. (The vocation of teachers and their participation in the
Church’s evangelizing mission. Teacher, reveal the Christian message not only by
word but also by every gesture of their behavior.)
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